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          United States of America - USA - (VinAlert.com - better than Carfax) – After many 

years in the business of vehicle history reports, Vinalert.com decided to publish this report 

to the public on the state of Carfax and Autocheck Reports. Many used cars and 

motorcycles have been branded and buyers must be made aware that free Carfax history 

reports cannot be found but you can come close at $9.99. 

 
Report Introduction:  

Due to bike history incidents and title liens, buyers are encouraged to get all three reports 

from VinAlert, Carfax, and Autocheck. Many agencies try to give these reports at 

expensive prices but VinAlert provides a cheaper alternative to Carfax. Examples of 

branded titles are given in this report as well as comparisons of each USA car report 

history. 

Many of the vehicles affected by “free VIN check” on cars and Motorcycles could be 

Yamaha motorcycles, Chevy cars, Ford, Toyota, or Nissan. A VIN-Search will help 

unsuspecting buyers or dealers in the USA to be safe. Knowing advantages of each is 

crucial. 

Report Conclusion: Shoppers should get the VinAlert vincheck report first and then 

decide if they want to upgrade by purchasing the remaining two reports then taking 

the car to a mechanic! 

 

http://freecarfaxreports.net/VINALERT%20COMPARES%20CARFAX%20AND%20AUTOCHECK%20To%20Public.pdf
http://freecarfaxreports.net/VINALERT%20COMPARES%20CARFAX%20AND%20AUTOCHECK%20To%20Public.pdf
http://instantvincheck.net/VINALERT%20COMPARES%20CARFAX%20AND%20AUTOCHECK%20To%20Public.pdf
http://free-carfax.org/VINALERT%20COMPARES%20CARFAX%20AND%20AUTOCHECK%20To%20Public.pdf
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REPORT DETAILS: 

2015-07-30 | VinAlert.com | Analysis Report  

The “Free Carfax car vin numbers” service can help you if it existed but you will have to 

do your research and pay for the data at some point unless the dealer or seller provides 

the data for free. Avoid falling prey to such problem vehicles in the USA because they 

are distributed in the car market. 

Table 1: Comparison of Carfax Vs. VinAlert Vs. Autocheck. 

Comparison Criteria VINAlert.com Carfax Autocheck 

Price (USD) $ 3.49-9.99 $ 40-55 $ 20-45 

Accepts Paypal Yes No Yes 

Has Lien Data Coming Soon Yes Yes 

Owner Names No No No 

Instant Download Yes Yes Yes 

Service records (oil 

changes..etc.) 

Not Important Yes Yes 

Offers Upgrades Yes, Get Carfax and 

Autocheck for $15 

Title Protection 

extra 

Title Protection 

extra 

VIN Decoders Unlimited Basic Basic 

Affiliates Yes with lots of tools Hard to get in Yes 

Reseller Tools Products for small 

businesses 

No No 

Dealer Pricing Volume discounts 3000$ per month 2500$ per month 

Satisfaction Rate 95% Unknown Unknown 

 

VinAlert VIN search reports are obtained from many databases including the National 

Motor Vehicle Title Information System (NMVTIS). This is the U.S. Department of 

Justice database and it aids the 

states’ DMV’s to compile all the 

title history data of a vehicle in the 

USA. The American Carfax 

database is a private database and 

the same goes for Autocheck so 

being connected to NMVTIS gives 

VinAlert the advantage of accuracy 

and real-time data compared to other 

accident reports popular car history report for free reporting services (true car value) who 

might get their information after a long time. This leads to outdated US VIN reports. 

Never the less, the user should get all three car facts reports from the three companies. 

95% Customer satisfaction with 

VinAlert and $800,000 in 

customer savings! 

http://vinalertnow.com/VINALERT%20COMPARES%20CARFAX%20AND%20AUTOCHECK%20To%20Public.pdf
http://vincheck.mobi/VINALERT%20COMPARES%20CARFAX%20AND%20AUTOCHECK%20To%20Public.pdf
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VINALERT.COM  

VinAlert checks for 250 brands in 43 states including data from 7000 insurance 

companies and salvage companies. Get the best price for truck VIN history reports and a 

free VIN Decoder regardless if you're selling or buying a used car, motorcycle, or 

vehicle. Run a VINcheck at vinalert.com and choose to save 30$ before Carfax takes 

your money. Special Offer >> VinAlert customers can upgrade to Carfax and Autocheck 

reports for just 15$ more! 

 

Chart 1: number satisfied VinAlert customers showing total dollars saved! 

How a car fax report for free for a used car/motorcycle makes sense? It does not. 

Someone has to get paid for the service. free_vin_check reports have car title and title 

"brand" info (such as VIN number) obtained from state DMV’s. Don't pay 40-50$ to 

Carfax but instead save a buck or two with VinAlert.  

 

Chart 2: showing the number of visitors to VinAlert and it is gaining popularity. 

CARFAX    

In addition to the Autocheck vs Carproof data, free_vin_check reports also have United 

Kingdom Carfax data from designated companies such as salvage-yards, salvage-

auctions, and junk-yards. Pretty much all motorcycles and cars that are reported to be a 

nada guides motorcycles or check my VIN number will appear in the VinAlert auto check 

dealer login database because designated companies must legally send the data. 

VinAlert motorhome vin decoder reports will give you access to car check online title 

info and look up motorcycle data that is up to the minute! This is the advantage of Carfax 

over the alternatives: more accurate, up-to-date, and at 9.99 it is an affordable free 

vehicle check history service. Reports also include motorcycle fax report free 

information. 

http://vin-search.net/VINALERT%20COMPARES%20CARFAX%20AND%20AUTOCHECK%20To%20Public.pdf
http://vin-search.net/VINALERT%20COMPARES%20CARFAX%20AND%20AUTOCHECK%20To%20Public.pdf
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AUTOCHECK   

VinAlert helps identify free Carfax report hack affected by decoding VIN numbers 

Free Carfax report hack  

Free Carfax report hack for consumers can protect them and also save money by getting a 

free Carfax report hack from VinAlert for $9.99+15$. VinAlert motorcycle fax report 

free reports will give you access to auto data direct vs. Carfax title info and digital 

odometer rollback data that is up to the minute! This is the advantage of Carfax over the 

alternatives: more accurate, up-to-date, and at 9.99 it is an affordable service. Reports 

also include free Carfax report hack information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vinalert Federal VIN-Reports 
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